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			Rainbow Riches


			

      				
In the ever-evolving landscape of online casino gaming, Rainbow Riches continues to charm slot game aficionados with its enduring allure. With its straightforward yet captivating design, it holds its own against the most modern of slots. We believe this game encapsulates all that a player seeks in a slot experience: a compelling storyline, eye-catching graphics, alluring bonus features, and ingenious gameplay dynamics.




The Best Casinos To Play Rainbow Riches Games





	Rank	Casino	Bonus	Rating	Visit
	1	
		  
			
			Bet £10 Get £30 +30 FREE Spins!Full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £10. Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed.	 	VisitReview
	2	
		  
			
			Deposit £10 and play £10 to get £50Full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £10. Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed.	 	VisitReview
	3	
		  
			
			Get 80 FREE Spins On Your First Deposit!Full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £10. Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed. Begambleaware.org.	 	VisitReview
	4	
		  
			
			Stake £10 On Big Bass Bonanza & Get 50 FREE Spins!Full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £10. Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed.	 	VisitReview
	5	
		  
			
			50 FREE Spins!!full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £10. Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed.	 	VisitReview
	6	
		  
			
			100% Bonus Upto £300 + 50 FREE Spins! Full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £10. Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed.	 	VisitReview
	7	
		  
			
			100% Bonus up to £50 plus 100 Bonus Spins!Full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £20.  Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed.	 	VisitReview
	8	
		  
			
			Deposit £20 Play With £50! Full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £10. Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed. Begambleaware.org.	 	VisitReview
	9	
		  
			
			100% Bonus Upto £250 + 100 FREE Spins! Full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £10. Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed.	 	VisitReview
	10	
		  
			
			100% Bonus up to £50 plus 20 Bonus Spins!Full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £10. Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed.	 	VisitReview

 



The History




It is not overstating when we say that this is a game that revolutionised the online casino industry, it was introduced in 2008 by Barcrest, a seasoned gaming software company with over five decades of experience. Before Rainbow Riches, Barcrest earned an esteemed reputation within the gaming world through the creation of numerous popular games for bingo halls, pubs, and arcades. However, it was Rainbow Riches’ launch that marked the pinnacle of Barcrest’s success, as the game was met with widespread acceptance and adoration from casino players, particularly slot enthusiasts.




The Introduction Of The Online Game




Upon its debut in 2008, Rainbow Riches was revolutionary, featuring dual-screen slot machines. One screen showcased a traditional 5×3 reel setup, while the other introduced the ‘Road To Riches’ feature, an opportunity for players to earn additional rewards. In no time at all, Rainbow Riches dominated gaming shops and local pubs, its success largely attributed to its engaging storyline, innovative design, and lucrative reward system.




In The Modern Day




Previously confined to land-based casinos, this slot game is now accessible to players worldwide thanks to the advent of the world-wide web. Whether you’re using a personal computer, a smartphone, or a tablet, you can immerse yourself in the thrilling world of Rainbow Riches and its various spin-offs at your convenience.




In the following section, we will shed more light on the diverse variations of this game, and provide a deeper understanding of its evolution over the course of time.




The Evolution Of Rainbow Riches Games






















Over the years, Rainbow Riches has diversified into a plethora of spin-off games such as “Drops of Gold”, “Free Spins”, “Home Sweet Home”, and many others. This comprehensive guide will also discuss in detail, all the most popular sequels that emerged as a result of the original and iconic Rainbow Riches slot. 




You’ll gain deep insights into the history of this renowned online slot game, the creative minds behind its development, its engaging gameplay, and the unique features that sets it apart.




Rainbow Riches Slot Gameplay




The enchanting Rainbow Riches masterfully interweaves the charm of Irish folklore with the exhilaration of a treasure hunt. Drawing inspiration from the age-old myth of Leprechauns hiding their gold at the end of rainbows, Rainbow Riches promises players an enthralling gaming experience, complete with captivating narratives, stunning visuals, and invigorating sound effects.




Rainbow Riches’ intuitive game design, featuring five reels, three rows, 20 pay lines, and 15 unique symbols, caters to both beginners and experienced gamers alike. The game’s key symbols are the wild and scatter, embodied by the Leprechaun’s face and the Leprechaun himself respectively.




The wild symbol, signified by the Leprechaun’s face, is a coveted feature in the game. If you’re lucky enough to land a wild on your reel, you can swap it for any other symbol, excluding the scatter. This ability to substitute significantly boosts your chances of forming a winning combination.




Moreover, if you manage to secure three or more scatter symbols – depicted by the Leprechaun – on your reels, you’ll automatically trigger a bonus round. These bonus rounds present not just an adrenaline rush but also a golden chance to increase your earnings.




In essence, Rainbow Riches delivers a thrilling gaming journey, backed by an intriguing storyline, eye-catching graphics, and generous bonus features. Whether you’re on the hunt for the Leprechaun’s gold or merely spinning for sheer enjoyment, Rainbow Riches guarantees a rewarding escapade at every turn.




Rainbow Riches Special Features




Rainbow Riches isn’t your typical slot game. When it made its debut in 2008, it shook up the gaming scene with not one, but three distinct bonus features: Wishing Well, Road to Riches, and Pots of Gold. This was a move unseen in the industry at the time, setting it apart from the rest.




The Wishing Well bonus feature springs into action when you land three or more Wishing Well symbols on the reels. The moment this happens, the word ‘Choose’ materializes on your screen. Make your pick among the symbols, and watch as a random multiplier boosts your winnings, which are then seamlessly added to your balance. It’s simple, it’s straightforward, it’s rewarding.




Then there’s the Road to Riches bonus feature, a unique twist that adds an exciting layer to the gameplay. Trigger this feature by landing three Leprechaun symbols on the reels. But here’s where it gets interesting: if you land more than three of these symbols, the payout for this bonus rockets, making it even more enticing.




But the real star of the show is the Pots of Gold bonus feature. While it may appear less frequently than its counterparts, it packs the most punch when it comes to payouts. Whenever the Pots of Gold symbols grace your reels, you know a hefty bonus is on its way.




In a nutshell, Rainbow Riches is a trailblazer, offering a multi-layered, immersive gaming experience with its trio of bonus features. Its innovative spirit has certainly left its mark in the world of slot games.




Variations Of The Game




The most sought-after variations of Rainbow Riches include Drops of Gold, Free Spins, Home Sweet Home, Pick n Mix, Leprechaun’s Gold, and Reels of Gold. Here’s a quick overview of each:




Rainbow Riches Original Version 




Despite the availability of numerous newer versions online, many slots continue to feature the game’s initial version. This classic title boasts five reels and three rows, offering 20 paylines and a jackpot opportunity. Unaltered since its 2008 launch, the game’s graphics have a retro charm. As one of the industry’s longest-standing slot games, Rainbow Riches Original Version is an excellent choice for those interested in experiencing a piece of gaming history.




Drops of Gold




Elevating the thrill of the original game, Rainbow Riches Drops of Gold provides an expanded array of winning opportunities. This upgraded version features five reels and four rows, with an impressive 200 win lines. For symbol enthusiasts, Drops of Gold is a treasure trove of bonus symbols including harps, horseshoes, fiddles, and more. Notably, the game also introduces gold and silver wild pots, which can trigger a flurry of win lines for a potential hefty payout.




For more in-depth information on Drops of Gold, click here.




Free Spins




Launched in 2017 by Barcrest, Free Spins is a more recent rendition of the original game. As the title implies, the game’s standout feature is its Free Spins bonus! Triggered when three or more scatter symbols land on the reels, you can potentially earn up to 999 free spins in this slot machine. Much like the initial version, Rainbow Riches Free Spins offers five reels and three rows. However, the win lines are reduced to ten fixed ones.




For more details on Free Spins, click here.




Home Sweet Home




Home Sweet Home, another fan-favourite variant of Rainbow Riches, shares similarities with some of the other sequels but distinguishes itself with a unique bonus feature: the knock-knock bonus. This bonus is activated whenever the leprechaun symbol appears on the first reel of the slot machine. If you’re in luck, the knock-knock bonus unveils hidden doors above the game, revealing which symbols can transform into wilds. The game layout includes five reels, five rows, and fifty paylines.




For more about information about Home Sweet Home, click here.




Pick n Mix 




If you prefer tailoring your slot gaming experience, then Pick n Mix may be your perfect match. At the game’s outset, you have the opportunity to select your preferred rewards. Choose up to three bonuses from a selection of five options – Road to Riches, Magic Toadstool, Free Spins, Cash Crop, and Pots of Gold. Your choices will significantly influence your winning odds. The game offers five reels, five rows, and 20 paylines, plus the option to land wilds.




Discover more about Rainbow Riches Pick n Mix here.




Leprechaun’s Gold 




Leprechaun’s Gold, another Rainbow Riches sequel, stands out with its high number of win lines. Its main feature is the Rainbow Ring Bonus Spinner, activated when three or more bonus symbols appear on the reels. Bonus symbols include the Mysterious “?” Bonus, Wild Rover, Free Spins, and The Wishing Well Bonus. Distinguishing features of Leprechaun’s Gold include its seven reels, five rows, and fifty win lines.




Find more about Leprechaun’s Gold here.




Reels of Gold 




Reels of Gold, in our opinion, has elevated the Rainbow Riches experience by introducing an impressive ten reels and 100 win lines. A key feature of this game is the Big Bets option, which allows you to purchase additional features to enrich your gameplay. Other exciting features include the Fairy Fly Bonus and Free Spins. This game is particularly popular among seasoned slot enthusiasts for its potential to yield substantial cash prizes with larger bets.




Learn more about Rainbow Riches Reels of Gold here.




Rainbow Riches FAQ




What is Rainbow Riches Slot?  Rainbow Riches Slot is a popular slot game introduced in 2008, known for its unique triple bonus features: Wishing Well, Road to Riches, and Pots of Gold.
 
 How many bonus features does the original game have to offer?  The original slot game provides three distinct bonus features, enhancing players’ chances of winning.
 
 How can I activate the Wishing Well Bonus Feature?  Activate the Wishing Well bonus feature in by landing three or more Wishing Well symbols on the reels.
 
 What makes the Road to Riches Bonus Feature unique? The Road to Riches Bonus Feature in Rainbow Riches Slot offers increased payouts when you land more than three Leprechaun symbols on the reels.
 
 When does the Pots of Gold Bonus Feature appear?  The Pots of Gold Bonus Feature offers the highest payouts and appears when the three corresponding pots of gold symbols land on the reels within the same spin.
 
 Who can play Rainbow Riches Slot?  Rainbow Riches Slot is designed for all players, regardless of their experience level with online slot games. It is easy to play as well as being incredibly fun!
 
 Can I play Rainbow Riches Slot on my mobile?  Yes, of course! You can enjoy the immersive experience of Rainbow Riches Slot on your mobile device.
 
 Is Rainbow Riches Slot a high volatility online slot game?  Rainbow Riches Slot balances between medium to high volatility, ensuring frequent enough wins to keep players engaged while still offering substantial payouts.
 
 Why should I choose Rainbow Riches Slot over other online slot games?  This slot game offers a unique experience with its three distinct bonus features, each offering more chances to win and adding an extra layer of excitement to the gameplay.
 
 How do I start playing Rainbow Riches Slot?  To start playing, simply choose from one of the selected online casinos in our table, sign up, make your deposit and then you can begin playing!
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			  Ladbrokes Casino

			
			Bet £10 Get £30 +30 FREE Spins! Full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £10. Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed.	Visit Now 
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			  Peachy Games

			
			100% Bonus up to £50 plus 20 Bonus Spins! Full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £10. Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed.	Visit Now 
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			  Partycasino

			
			50 FREE Spins!! full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £10. Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed.	Visit Now 
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			  Fruit Kings

			
			100% Bonus up to £50 plus 100 Bonus Spins! Full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £20.  Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed.	Visit Now 
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			  Coral Casino

			
			Deposit £10 and play £10 to get £50 Full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £10. Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed.	Visit Now 
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			  Casushi

			
			100% Bonus up to £50 plus 50 Bonus Spins! Full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £10. Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed.	Visit Now 
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			  Play Ojo

			
			Get 80 FREE Spins On Your First Deposit! Full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £10. Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed. Begambleaware.org.	Visit Now 
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			  Spin and Win

			
			100% Bonus Upto £250 + 100 FREE Spins!  Full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £10. Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed.	Visit Now 
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			  Regal Wins

			
			100% Bonus Upto £300 + 50 FREE Spins!  Full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £10. Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed.	Visit Now 
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			  Grosvenor Casinos

			
			Deposit £20 Play With £50!  Full T&Cs apply 18+. New players only. One bonus offer per player. Minimum deposit £10. Bonus spins on selected games only and must be used within 72 hours. Bonus funds must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed. Begambleaware.org.	Visit Now 
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Advertiser Disclosure rainbowrichescasinos.net is an affiliation website. All of the brands listed compensate us for listings and referrals. All gambling companies that are to be found here are licensed and deemed the safest and best overall casinos.
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